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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an opening section device capable of

positioning the ends of a sliding door on proper positions to air-tight members when

the sliding door is fully shut.

SOLUTION: Rebates 20 and 22 consisting of recess sections for accepting the ends

of sliding door are formed in both right and left stiles 4 and 5, at the same time, the

air-tight members 25 and 26 are provided to stage sections 23b and 24b of the

rebates near to the ends of the sliding door in the case it is fully shut, spacer

members 40 and 44 for filling in an unnecessary space of the rebate 22 formed in a

joint part between the head 2 and the sill 3 are mounted on at least one end section

of the stiles, at the same time, a taking in member 30 of a sliding door guide rail 13 is

provided on the ends of the sliding door, rail extended members 42 and 46 extended

from the sliding door guide rail 13 are integrally formed in the spacer member 40, and

attractable faces 42a and 46a for positioning the ends of the sliding door on the

proper positions to the air-tight members 25 and 26 are formed in the rail extended

member 42 while coming into contact with the inside of the taking in member 30.
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Abstract:
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an opening section device capable of positioning the ends
of a sliding door on proper positions to air-tight members when the sliding door is fully shut.

SOLUTION: Rebates 20 and 22 consisting of recess sections for accepting the ends of sliding

door are formed in both right and left stiles 4 and 5, at the same time, the air-tight members
25 and 26 are provided to stage sections 23b and 24b of the rebates near to the ends of the

sliding door in the case it is fully shut, spacer members 40 and 44 for filling in an unnecessary

space of the rebate 22 formed in a joint part between the head 2 and the sill 3 are mounted on
at least one end section of the stiles, at the same time, a taking in member 30 of a sliding door
guide rail 13 is provided on the ends of the sliding door, rail extended members 42 and 46
extended from the sliding door guide rail 13 are integrally formed in the spacer member 40,

and attractable faces 42a and 46a for positioning the ends of the sliding door on the proper

positions to the air-tight members 25 and 26 are formed in the rail extended member 42 while
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JPO Machine translation abstract:

(57) Abstract
SUBJECT When making a shoji into full close, the door end of a shoji is positioned in a suitable

position to an airtight material.

Means for SolutionWhile forming the rebates 20 and 22 which become the door posts 4 and 5

on either side from a crevice in which a door end of a shoji is accepted, respectively, The
airtight materials 25 and 26 are formed in the steps 23b and 24b of a rebate close to a door

end of a shoji at the time of full close, the spacing members 40 and 44 for filling an

unnecessary space of the rebate 22 formed in a joining section with the vertical frames 2 and 3

are attached to at least one end of said door post — both, The swallowing member 30 of the

shoji guiding rail 13 is formed in the door-end side of said shoji, The rail extension members 42
and 46 extended from the shoji guiding rail 13 are formed in the spacing member 40 in one, a

door end of a shoji is positioned in a proper position to the airtight members 25 and 26,

understanding to this rail extension member 42, and touching an inner surface of the member
30 — it draws near and the fields 42a and 46a are formed.

Claim(s)
Claim IWhile forming a rebate which consists of a crevice characterized by comprising the

following which is an opening device and accepts a door end of a shoji in a door post of said

right and left, respectively, An airtight material is formed in a door end of a shoji at the time of

full close, a step of an approaching rebate, or said door end, a spacing member for filling an

unnecessary space of a rebate formed in a joining section with said vertical frame is attached to

at least one end of said door post — both, Provide a swallowing part of a shoji guiding rail in the

door-end side of said shoji, and to said spacing member. An opening device characterized by a

thing which position a door end of a shoji in a proper position to said airtight member while

forming in one a rail extension member extended from a shoji guiding rail of said cope box or a

drag flask and touching said rail extension member with an inner surface of said swallowing

part, and for which it drew near and a part was formed.

A frame formed with a four-directions frame.

A shoji of two right and left opened and closed by lengthen difference within said frame.
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Detailed Description of the Invention

0001
Field of the InventionThis invention relates to the opening device made as position / the

door end of a sliding door / by the proper position in a rebate , when the opening device

which has a sliding door attached to the opening of houses, such as the door, is started and a

sliding door is shut especially.

0002
Description of the Prior ArtConventionally, this kind of opening device is widely used as an

entrance sliding door in a common house. A sliding door consists of a shoji (door object) of two

sheets opened and closed by lengthen difference, and a window screen is attached further in

many cases.

0003In such a sliding door, the guide rail which shows a cope box or a drag flask to the

opening and closing movement of a shoji can be provided, and can be, and it can open now to a

shoji and close smoothly by making it fixed backlash and deflection arise.

0004The crevice called the rebate which accepts the door end of a shoji is formed in the door

post.

If a shoji is shut, the door end will go into a rebate, it will hit with an airtight material, and a

crevice will arise.

0005
Probiem(s) to be Solved by the InventionHowever, if it was in the drag flask, since it did

not show around with a guide rail, when the door end of a shoji had shut the shoji thoroughly,

the door end swayed and it had the fault that did not enter into a rebate or a crevice was made
without a door end and an airtight material hitting properly.

0006Then, there is the purpose of this invention in providing the opening device which can

position the door end of a shoji in a suitable position to an airtight material, when canceling the

problem which said conventional technology has and making a shoji into full close.

0007
Means for Solving the ProblemA frame in which this invention was formed with a four-

directions frame in order to attain the aforementioned purpose, While forming a rebate which

consists of a crevice which is an opening device which has a shoji of two right and left opened

and closed by lengthen difference within said frame, and accepts a door end of a shoji in a door

post of said right and left, respectively, An airtight material is formed in a door end of a shoji at

the time of full close, a step of an approaching rebate, or said door end, a spacing member for

filling an unnecessary space of a rebate formed in a joining section with said vertical frame is

attached to at least one end of said door post — both, Provide a swallowing part of a shoji

guiding rail in the door-end side of said shoji, and to said spacing member. It is characterized

by a thing which position a door end of a shoji in a proper position to said airtight member and

for which it drew near and a part was formed, forming in one a rail extension member extended

from a shoji guiding rail of said cope box or a drag flask, and touching said rail extension

member with an inner surface of said swallowing part.

0008
Embodiment of the InventionHereafter, one embodiment of the opening device by this

invention is described, referring to attached Drawings. Drawing 1 is a front view showing the

embodiment which applied this invention to the entrance sliding door of the house. Kamoi 2

which is a cope box, the threshold 3 which is drag flasks, and the frame which carried out the

four-quarters group of the door posts 4 and 5 on either side are attached to the opening of the

door, and it is built so that the shojis 6 and 7 of two sheets may be opened and closed by this

frame at a lengthen difference. Although a window screen is attached to this entrance sliding

door, the window screen is having the graphic display omitted in drawing 1.

0009Drawing 2 is a figure showing the cross section of the whole entrance sliding door, and

drawing 3 is a figure showing the section of Kamoi 2 and the threshold 3. The reference marks

8 and 9 are the stiles which constitute the shoji 6, and the reference marks 10 and 11 are stiles

which constitute the shoji 7. It is formed so that the guide rails 12 and 13 may project

vertically, respectively as a member to which it shows opening and closing of the shoji 6 and

the shoji 7, and the shojis 6 and 7 move to the upper surface of the threshold 3, sliding along
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with the guide-rails 12 and 13. In the guide rails 12 and 13, the extension rails 12a and 13a are

prolonged in parallel, respectively. On the other hand, in Kamoi 2, as shown in drawing 3, the

guide rails 18 and 19 have hung vertically. The window screen 12 is arranged most in parallel

with the shojis 6 and 7 at the outdoor side, can be slid along with the rail 17, and can be

opened and closed.

OOlONext, drawing 4 shows the A-A section of drawing 3, and shows the rebate 20 currently

formed in the right longitudinal frame 5, and the rebate 22 of the left-vertical frame 4. First, the

outer edge section of the stile 8 is the door end 8a, and the rebate 20 constitutes the crevice in

which the door end 8a is accepted from the shoji 6, when the shoji 6 is shut. In this case, the

width of the rebate 22 is set as the width dimension equivalent to one sheet of the shoji 6. As a

result of forming a crevice like the rebate 20 in the right longitudinal frame 5, the step 23a is

formed in the outdoor side in the right longitudinal frame 5. The airtight material 25 which the

door end 8a of the shoji 6 at the time of full close approaches, and carries out the seal of the

crevice between the door ends 8a to this step 23b is attached to the step 23b of another side

by the side of the interior of a room which confronts this step 23a and rebate 20 each other in

between.
OOllOn the other hand, in drawing 4, the rebate 22 is similarly formed in the left-vertical

frame 4. The rebate 22 provided in this left-vertical frame 4 differs in width in the rebate 20 of

the right longitudinal frame 5, It is constituted as a crevice which has the width for two sheets

of the shojis 6 and 7, and the door end 11a which is an outer edge section of the stile 11 of the

shoji 7 enters into the position which approached the interior-of-a-room side in the rebate 22.

Thus, the step 23a of said right longitudinal frame 5 and the step 24a which counters are

formed in the direction of an outdoor side by establishing the crevice which has the width for

two sheets of the shojis 6 and 7 as the rebate 22 in the direction of the left-vertical frame 4.

The airtight material 26 which the door end 11a of the shoji 7 at the time of full close

approaches, and carries out the seal of the crevice between the door ends 11a of the shoji 7 to

this step 24b is attached to the step 24b of another side by the side of the interior of a room

which confronts this step 24a and rebate 22 each other in between.

0012As shown in drawing 2, the shielding member 30 which consists of a flexible material of

rubber etc. is attached to the door ends 15a and 16a of the right and left of the window screen

14. This shielding member 30 is continued and prolonged for the overall length of the corner

edge by the side of the interior of a room of 15a and 16a of a door end, and the fillet part 31

projects it toward the rebates 20 and 22.

0013In drawing 3 and drawing 4, the upper bed part of the stile 8 of the shoji 6 and the stile

11 of the shoji 7 is equipped with the rail swallowing member 30 which swallows the guide rails

18 and 19, respectively. This rail swallowing member 30 is a member of the cap form fitted in

and attached to the upper bed part of the stiles 7 and 8 by the member made of long direction

bodily-shape-like resin. As shown in drawing 4, the rail groove 31 which swallows the guide

rails 18 and 19 is formed of the walls 32a and 32b, and the interval of the walls 32a and 32b

has a size which took predetermined play in addition to the width of the guide rails 18 and 19 in

this case.

0014!\lext, drawing 5 shows the spacing member 40 attached to the upper bed part of the left-

vertical frame 4. As shown in drawing 5, when Kamoi 2 is joined to the left-vertical frame 4, in

the upper bed part of the left-vertical frame 4, between Kamoi 2, a part of rebate 22 serves as

an unnecessary space, and it will be left behind, the spacing member 40 is a member attached

in order to fill this unnecessary space - the width of the rebate 22, and abbreviation - it has

equal width and the height for an unnecessary space.

0015In drawing 4 and drawing 5, the rail extension members 41 and 42 which follow the guide

rails 18 and 19 of Kamoi 2 are formed in such a spacing member 40, and integral moulding is

carried out to it so that it may hang from the body part of the spacing member 40.

0016As shown in drawing 4, if the rail extension member 42 makes the shoji 7 full close and it

is put into the rebate 22, it will be inserted in the rail groove 31 by a relation with the rail

swallowing member 30 with which the stile 11 of the shoji 7 was equipped, and while the taper

surface 42a is formed in this rail extension member 42 and this tapered surface 42a touches

the inner surface of the wall 32b, the door end 11a of the shoji 7 is positioned in a proper

position to the airtight member 26 — it draws near and functions as a field.

0017The same spacing member 44 is attached also to the upper bed part of the right

longitudinal frame 5. Since the width of the rebate 20 is one sheet of the shoji 6 in the case of

the right longitudinal frame 5, the width of the spacing member 44 is equivalent to the width of

the narrow rebate 20, and the rail extension member 46 which follows the guide rail 15 is
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formed in one .one. This rail extension member 46 is formed by the taper surface 46a by who

mentioned above / the rail extension member 42 and Hitoshi , and this taper surface

46a, The point of positioning the door end 8a of the shoji 6 in a proper position to the airtight

member 25 and of drawing near and functioning as a field is the same, touching the inner

surface of the wall 32b of the rail swallowing member 30.

0018Next, drawing 6 is a figure showing the door end 11a just before making the shoji 7 into

full close, and the physical relationship of the rail extension member 42. When moving in order

to shut the shoji 7 since the floor roller which has been attached to the shoji 7 and which is not

illustrated rolls in the case of the guide rail 18 of Kamoi 2, shakiness and blur of some arise. For

this reason, a position just before the door end 11a of the shoji 7 enters into the rebate 22

assumes that the interior-of-a-room side was approached like drawing 6. If the shoji 7 is shut

further and it puts into the rebate 22, the tapered surface 42a of the rail extension member 42

hits inside the wall 32b of the rail swallowing member 30, and the door end 11a can be drawn

little by little near to the outdoor side according to the tapered surface 42a in the process in

which the shoji 7 is shut thoroughly. Eventually, the door end 11a and the airtight member 26

are positioned by the position which touches properly.

0019Thus, by forming the rail extension member 42 in the spacer 40 at one, and establishing

the tapered surface 42a in the rail extension member 42 further, even if blur arises in the shoji

7, it can draw near to the proper position in the rebate 22, and can position. Like this

embodiment, since the rail extension member 42 can be hidden so that it may insert in a door

end and may not be visible from outside if the shoji 7 is shut when the rebate 22 is broad with

two shojis, the fine sight on a design especially improves. In order to hit the outside of the door

end 11a of the shoji 7 at the broad rebate 22, not to provide the member which draws near and

carries out the door end 11a, to reduce part mark and to fill the space which does not need a

joining section with Kamoi 2, it can draw near to a certain spacer 40 from the former, and

structure can be made to make it serve a double purpose.

0020Also when putting the door end 8a of the shoji 6 into the rebate 20 of the right

longitudinal frame 5 in drawing 4, Similarly the wall 32b of the rail swallowing member 30 hits

the spacer 44 in the tapered surface 46a of the really formed rail extension member 46, and

the door end 8a of the shoji 6 can be drawn near to a proper position to the airtight material

25.

0021Drawing 7 shows the B-B section of drawing 3, and shows the spacing member 50

attached to the lower end part of the left-vertical frame 4. The positioning part 52 is formed in

the spacing member 50 which fills the unnecessary space of the rebate 22 made at a left-

vertical frame and the joining section of Kamoi 2 in one.

0022As shown in drawing 3 and drawing 7, the lower end part of the stile of the shoji 7 is also

equipped with the same rail swallowing member 54. In this rail swallowing member 54, the

crevice 55 of the section U type which ****s to the guide rail 12 is formed. The extension rail

12a hits the wall 56 formed in the rail swallowing member 54. Although the lower end part of

the stile 8 of the shoji 6 of another side is also equipped with the rail swallowing member 34, a

graphic display omits it.

0023In the case of the guide rail 12 of the threshold 3, the shoji 7 moves sliding and there are

little shakiness and blur compared with the Kamoi 2 side. For this reason, since the wall 56 hits

the side of the positioning member 52 just before being able to shut the shoji 7 and carrying

out full close, applying the extension rail 12a to the wall 56 of the rail swallowing member 54,

the door end 11a can be positioned in a proper position.

0024
Effect of the InventionAccording to this invention, the swallowing member of a shoji guiding

rail is provided in the door-end side of a shoji so that clearly from the above explanation, The

rail extension member which follows the shoji guiding rail of said cope box or a drag flask is

formed in said spacing member in one, the door end of a shoji is positioned in a proper position

to said airtight member, touching said rail extension member with the inner surface of said

swallowing part, since it drew near and the field was formed, Since it can hide so that it may

become possible to position the door end of a shoji in a suitable position to an airtight material,

and a rail extension member may be inserted in a door end and it may not be visible from

outside when making a shoji into full close, the fine sight on a design can be raised.

Field of the InventionThis invention relates to the opening device made as position / the
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door end of a sliding door / by the proper position in a rebate , when the opening device

which has a sliding door attached to the opening of houses, such as the door, is started and a

sliding door is shut especially.

Description of the Prior ArtConventionally, this kind of opening device is widely used as an

entrance sliding door in a common house. A sliding door consists of a shoji (door object) of two

sheets opened and closed by lengthen difference, and a window screen is attached further in

many cases.

0003In such a sliding door, the guide rail which shows a cope box or a drag flask to the

opening and closing movement of a shoji can be provided, and can be, and it can open now to a

shoji and close smoothly by making it fixed backlash and deflection arise.

0004The crevice called the rebate which accepts the door end of a shoji is formed in the door

post, if a shoji is shut, the door end will go into a rebate, it will hit with an airtight material, and

a crevice will arise.

Effect of the InventionAccording to this invention, the swallowing member of a shoji guiding

rail is provided in the door-end side of a shoji so that clearly from the above explanation, The

rail extension member which follows the shoji guiding rail of said cope box or a drag flask is

formed in said spacing member in one, the door end of a shoji is positioned in a proper position

to said airtight member, touching said rail extension member with the inner surface of said

swallowing part, since it drew near and the field was formed, Since it can hide so that it may

become possible to position the door end of a shoji in a suitable position to an airtight material,

and a rail extension member may be inserted in a door end and it may not be visible from

outside when making a shoji into full close, the fine sight on a design can be raised.

Problem(s) to be Solved by the InventionHowever, if it was in the drag flask, since it did

not show around with a guide rail, when the door end of a shoji had shut the shoji thoroughly,

the door end swayed and it had the fault that did not enter into a rebate or a crevice was made

without a door end and an airtight material hitting properly.

0006Then, there is the purpose of this invention in providing the opening device which can

position the door end of a shoji in a suitable position to an airtight material, when canceling the

problem which said conventional technology has and making a shoji into full close.

0007

Means for Solving the ProblemA frame in which this invention was formed with a four-

directions frame in order to attain the aforementioned purpose, While forming a rebate which

consists of a crevice which is an opening device which has a shoji of two right and left opened

and closed by lengthen difference within said frame, and accepts a door end of a shoji in a door

post of said right and left, respectively, An airtight material is formed in a door end of a shoji at

the time of full close, a step of an approaching rebate, or said door end, a spacing member for

filling an unnecessary space of a rebate formed in a joining section with said vertical frame is

attached to at least one end of said door post - both, Provide a swallowing part of a shoji

guiding rail in the door-end side of said shoji, and to said spacing member. It is characterized

by a thing which position a door end of a shoji in a proper position to said airtight member and

for which it drew near and a part was formed, forming in one a rail extension member extended

from a shoji guiding rail of said cope box or a drag flask, and touching said rail extension

member with an inner surface of said swallowing part.

0008
Embodiment of the InventionHereafter, one embodiment of the opening device by this

invention is described, referring to attached Drawings. Drawing 1 is a front view showing the

embodiment which applied this invention to the entrance sliding door of the house. Kamoi 2

which is a cope box, the threshold 3 which is drag flasks, and the frame which carried out the
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four-quarters group of the door posts 4 and 5 on either side are attached to the opening of the

door, and it is built so that the shojis 6 and 7 of two sheets may be opened and closed by this

frame at a lengthen difference. Although a window screen is attached to this entrance sliding

door, the window screen is having the graphic display omitted in drawing 1.

0009Drawing 2 is a figure showing the cross section of the whole entrance sliding door, and

drawing 3 is a figure showing the section of Kamoi 2 and the threshold 3. The reference marks

8 and 9 are the stiles which constitute the shoji 6, and the reference marks 10 and 11 are stiles

which constitute the shoji 7. It is formed so that the guide rails 12 and 13 may project

vertically, respectively as a member to which it shows opening and closing of the shoji 6 and

the shoji 7, and the shojis 6 and 7 move to the upper surface of the threshold 3, sliding along

with the guide rails 12 and 13. In the guide rails 12 and 13, the extension rails 12a and 13a are

prolonged in parallel, respectively. On the other hand, in Kamoi 2, as shown in drawing 3, the

guide rails 18 and 19 have hung vertically. The window screen 12 is arranged most in parallel

with the shojis 6 and 7 at the outdoor side, can be slid along with the rail 17, and can be

opened and closed.

OOlONext, drawing 4 shows the A-A section of drawing 3, and shows the rebate 20 currently

formed in the right longitudinal frame 5, and the rebate 22 of the left-vertical frame 4. First, the

outer edge section of the stile 8 is the door end 8a, and the rebate 20 constitutes the crevice in

which the door end 8a is accepted from the shoji 6, when the shoji 6 is shut. In this case, the

width of the rebate 22 is set as the width dimension equivalent to one sheet of the shoji 6. As a

result of forming a crevice like the rebate 20 in the right longitudinal frame 5, the step 23a is

formed in the outdoor side in the right longitudinal frame 5. The airtight material 25 which the

door end 8a of the shoji 6 at the time of full close approaches, and carries out the seal of the

crevice between the door ends 8a to this step 23b is attached to the step 23b of another side

by the side of the interior of a room which confronts this step 23a and rebate 20 each other in

between.

OOllOn the other hand, in drawing 4, the rebate 22 is similarly formed in the left-vertical

frame 4. The rebate 22 provided in this left-vertical frame 4 differs in width in the rebate 20 of

the right longitudinal frame 5, It is constituted as a crevice which has the width for two sheets

of the shojis 6 and 7, and the door end 11a which is an outer edge section of the stile 11 of the

shoji 7 enters into the position which approached the interior-of-a-room side in the rebate 22.

Thus, the step 23a of said right longitudinal frame 5 and the step 24a which counters are

formed in the direction of an outdoor side by establishing the crevice which has the width for

two sheets of the shojis 6 and 7 as the rebate 22 in the direction of the left-vertical frame 4.

The airtight material 26 which the door end 11a of the shoji 7 at the time of full close

approaches, and carries out the seal of the crevice between the door ends 11a of the shoji 7 to

this step 24b is attached to the step 24b of another side by the side of the interior of a room

which confronts this step 24a and rebate 22 each other in between.

0012As shown in drawing 2, the shielding member 30 which consists of a flexible material of

rubber etc. is attached to the door ends 15a and 16a of the right and left of the window screen

14. This shielding member 30 is continued and prolonged for the overall length of the corner

edge by the side of the interior of a room of 15a and 16a of a door end, and the fillet part 31

projects it toward the rebates 20 and 22.

0013In drawing 3 and drawing 4, the upper bed part of the stile 8 of the shoji 6 and the stile

11 of the shoji 7 is equipped with the rail swallowing member 30 which swallows the guide rails

18 and 19, respectively. This rail swallowing member 30 is a member of the cap form fitted in

and attached to the upper bed part of the stiles 7 and 8 by the member made of long direction

bodily-shape-like resin. As shown in drawing 4, the rail groove 31 which swallows the guide

rails 18 and 19 is formed of the walls 32a and 32b, and the interval of the walls 32a and 32b

has a size which took predetermined play in addition to the width of the guide rails 18 and 19 in

this case.

0014Next, drawing 5 shows the spacing member 40 attached to the upper bed part of the left-

vertical frame 4. As shown in drawing 5, when Kamoi 2 is joined to the left-vertical frame 4, in

the upper bed part of the left-vertical frame 4, between Kamoi 2, a part of rebate 22 serves as

an unnecessary space, and it will be left behind, the spacing member 40 is a member attached

in order to fill this unnecessary space - the width of the rebate 22, and abbreviation -- it has

equal width and the height for an unnecessary space.

OOlSIn drawing 4 and drawing 5, the rail extension members 41 and 42 which follow the guide

rails 18 and 19 of Kamoi 2 are formed in such a spacing member 40, and integral moulding is

carried out to it so that it may hang from the body part of the spacing member 40.
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0016As shown in drawing 4, if the rail extension member 42 makes the shoji 7 full close and it

is put into the rebate 22, it will be inserted in the rail groove 31 by a relation with the rail

swallowing member 30 with which the stile 11 of the shoji 7 was equipped, and while the taper

surface 42a is formed in this rail extension member 42 and this tapered surface 42a touches

the inner surface of the wall 32b, the door end 11a of the shoji 7 is positioned in a proper

position to the airtight member 26 - it draws near and functions as a field.

0017The same spacing member 44 is attached also to the upper bed part of the right

longitudinal frame 5. Since the width of the rebate 20 is one sheet of the shoji 6 in the case of

the right longitudinal frame 5, the width of the spacing member 44 is equivalent to the width of

the narrow rebate 20, and the rail extension member 46 which follows the guide rail 15 is

formed in one one. This rail extension member 46 is formed by the taper surface 46a by who

mentioned above / the rail extension member 42 and Hitoshi , and this taper surface

46a, The point of positioning the door end 8a of the shoji 6 in a proper position to the airtight

member 25 and of drawing near and functioning as a field is the same, touching the inner

surface of the wall 32b of the rail swallowing member 30.

0018Next, drawing 6 is a figure showing the door end 11a just before making the shoji 7 into

full close, and the physical relationship of the rail extension member 42. When moving in order

to shut the shoji 7 since the floor roller which has been attached to the shoji 7 and which is not

illustrated rolls in the case of the guide rail 18 of Kamoi 2, shakiness and blur of some arise. For

this reason, a position just before the door end 11a of the shoji 7 enters into the rebate 22

assumes that the interior-of-a-room side was approached like drawing 6. If the shoji 7 is shut

further and it puts into the rebate 22, the tapered surface 42a of the rail extension member 42

hits inside the wall 32b of the rail swallowing member 30, and the door end 11a can be drawn

little by little near to the outdoor side according to the tapered surface 42a in the process in

which the shoji 7 is shut thoroughly. Eventually, the door end 11a and the airtight member 26

are positioned by the position which touches properly.

0019Thus, by forming the rail extension member 42 in the spacer 40 at one, and establishing

the tapered surface 42a in the rail extension member 42 further, even if blur arises in the shoji

7, it can draw near to the proper position in the rebate 22, and can position. Like this

embodiment, since the rail extension member 42 can be hidden so that it may insert in a door

end and may not be visible from outside if the shoji 7 is shut when the rebate 22 is broad with

two shojis, the fine sight on a design especially improves. In order to hit the outside of the door

end 11a of the shoji 7 at the broad rebate 22, not to provide the member which draws near and

carries out the door end 11a, to reduce part mark and to fill the space which does not need a

joining section with Kamoi 2, it can draw near to a certain spacer 40 from the former, and

structure can be made to make it serve a double purpose.

0020Also when putting the door end 8a of the shoji 6 into the rebate 20 of the right

longitudinal frame 5 in drawing 4, Similarly the wall 32b of the rail swallowing member 30 hits

the spacer 44 in the tapered surface 46a of the really formed rail extension member 46, and

the door end 8a of the shoji 6 can be drawn near to a proper position to the airtight material

25.

0021Drawing 7 shows the B-B section of drawing 3, and shows the spacing member 50

attached to the lower end part of the left-vertical frame 4. The positioning part 52 is formed in

the spacing member 50 which fills the unnecessary space of the rebate 22 made at a left-

vertical frame and the joining section of Kamoi 2 in one.

0022AS shown in drawing 3 and drawing 7, the lower end part of the stile of the shoji 7 is also

equipped with the same rail swallowing member 54. In this rail swallowing member 54, the

crevice 55 of the section U type which ****s to the guide rail 12 is formed. The extension rail

12a hits the wall 56 formed in the rail swallowing member 54. Although the lower end part of

the stile 8 of the shoji 6 of another side is also equipped with the rail swallowing member 34, a

graphic display omits it.

0023In the case of the guide rail 12 of the threshold 3, the shoji 7 moves sliding and there are

little shakiness and blur compared with the Kamoi 2 side. For this reason, since the wall 56 hits

the side of the positioning member 52 just before being able to shut the shoji 7 and carrying

out full close, applying the extension rail 12a to the wall 56 of the rail swallowing member 54,

the door end 11a can be positioned in a proper position.

Brief Description of the Drawings
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Drawing lThe front view showing one embodiment which applied the opening device by this

invention to the entrance sliding door.

Drawing 2The cross-sectional view of the entrance sliding door by the embodiment.

Drawing 3The figure showing the section of Kamoi of an entrance sliding door, and a

threshold.

Drawing 4The figure in which showing the A-A section in drawing 3, and showing the physical

relationship in the state where the door end of the shoji was put into the rebate provided in the

right-and-left door post.

Drawing 5The perspective view showing the spacing member attached to the upper bed part

of a left-vertical frame.

Drawing 6The figure showing an operation of the rail extension member provided in the

spacing member in one.

Drawing 7The figure in which showing the B-B section in drawing 3, and showing the spacing

member attached to the lower end part of a left-vertical frame, and the rail swallowing member
with which the door end of the shoji was equipped.

Description of Notations

2 Kamoi
3 Threshold

4 Left-vertical frame

5 Right longitudinal frame

6 Shoji

7 Shoji

12 Window screen

20 Rebate

22 Rebate
23a and 23b Step

24a and 24b Step

25 Airtight material

26 Airtight material

30 Rail swallowing member
40 Spacing member
42 Rail extension member
42a Tapered surface

Drawing 2

For drawings please refer to the original document.

Drawing 1

For drawings please refer to the original document.

Drawing 3

For drawings please refer to the original document.

Drawing 4

For drawings please refer to the original document.

Drawing 5

For drawings please refer to the original document.
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Drawing 6

For drawings please refer to the original document.

Drawing 7

For drawings please refer to the original document.

For drawings please refer to the original document.
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